Support the fight against COVID-19 in India

ABOUT INDIA COVID SOS

We are a global coalition of volunteers, including scientists, clinicians, engineers, policy makers, epidemiologists, community organizers, and industrial partners, ignited into collective action by the unprecedented surge of COVID-19 cases in India.

FUNDING PRIORITIES

Anchor partners
- American India Foundation

Urgent, short-term needs
- Oxygen on Wheels
- Oxygen for India

Care solutions
- Targeted programs that emerge from our Coalition within permissible limits

MATCHING DONORS TO NEEDS

Our group will facilitate funding from interested donors directly to specific organizations pre-screened by us for urgent need, financial compliance, track record & results.

100% of all contributions will be made by donors directly to recipient organizations, and no funding will be received by India COVID SOS.

Find a list of organizations accepting donations at indiacovidsos.org/funding-philanthropy

Questions?

fundingindiacovidSOS@gmail.com

**We conduct only basic checks on recipient organizations. All funding decisions should be made independently by donors. We do not represent any recipient organizations and do not receive any payments or other consideration from them for such fund raising activities. In addition to recipient organizations pre-screened by the India COVID SOS network, our website features a limited set of external aggregators of funding opportunities – we have not verified the recipients within these aggregators..
How can I ask my employer for support?

Whom should I contact within my organization?

• Your HR department
• The CSR arm of your organization
• An employee resource network or affinity group for Indian Americans/South Asians/immigrants, if your organization has one
• Co-workers, if your organization’s policy allows it

What should I ask them for?

Your HR department

• Ask whether your employer will match employee contributions to charities focused on covid relief in India. If they already match contributions, ask them to consider double-matching.
• Ask them to support employees who may be struggling with the stress associated with being far away from loved ones or with grief and loss. Ask them to share information about counseling/support/resources that the employer makes available to all its employees.
• Ensure Indian/South Asian employees have access to financial support from the employee assistance fund.

Employee resource network or affinity group for Indian Americans/South Asians/immigrants

Ask for the opportunity to speak at a meeting or organize a “power hour”. You can describe what you know about the situation on the ground and your work with India Covid SOS. If they want to help, suggest that they can volunteer their time or donate to charities.

CSR Group

Ask your CSR group if they have an established disaster relief partnership. Ask them to activate this and partner with anchor or hub organizations that are focused on the India response.

Co-workers

• Ask co-workers to contribute to the employee assistance fund to support their fellow workers.
• Ask them to contribute to charities.

Which charities can I recommend?

A list of charities is available at indiacovidsos.org

You can contact the funding team directly at fundingindiacovidSOS@gmail.com